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Slot-1 Label Songs Set for the Movies
SEPTEMBER 2, 2008 -- SLOT ONE ENTERTAINMENT announces a music licensing
agreement with Portland based RUMBLEFISH MUSIC PUBLISHING for direct placement of
songs, by Slot-1 Label artists, to film, television, video games and other outlets.
Among songs signed with Rumblefish are songs by Slot-1 artists LYRA PROJECT,
including “Ordinary Girl” and “Patiently Waits”, and also the song “Tsai” by artist RICK
DENZIEN. The song Tsai, the first single release from Denizen’s RADIATE CD, reached the
TOP 10 in the NEW MUSIC WEEKLY RADIO CHARTS for over 26 consecutive weeks. TSAI
was Nominated Best New Artist in two categories, including, Crossover Artist of the Year and
AC Breakthrough Artist of the Year. Denzien was honored at an Awards ceremony at the
NEW MUSIC AWARDS in Los Angeles, CA, and last November. 14 other Rick Denzien
originals were also signed.
Also signed with Rumblefish Music is Slot-1 artist folk/Americana singer-songwriter,
Bob Mecklenburger, for 13 original songs from the new release DO IT!, recorded and produced
by Rick Denzien at the Slot-1 Studio in Ambler, PA.
“We are very excited about this development. Now we have another partner going to
bat for new independent music,” said Denzien. “This opens the door for Slot-1 artist
productions and songwriters signed to the publishing house.”
Debra Lee co-founder of the Lyra Project, co-writer of “Ordinary Girl” and “Patiently
Waits” with Denzien, got Twelve (12) Songs from her first CD MILLENNIAL THING which
includes titles “Clear Blue Ridge Sky” and “Sweet Loving Man”.
In all, nearly 50 songs were chosen by Rumblefish in this first round. Potential
estimated worth of the catalog $1,500,000.
In addition, other songs from the slot-1 music catalog were signed by a competing firm,
New York based PumpAudo.
For more information on Slot-1, visit: http://www.slot-1.com
http://www.RickDenzien.com
http://www.LyraProject.com
http://www.BobMecklenburger.com
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Based in Ambler, Penn., Slot One Entertainment, Inc. is a record label and publishing house that represents artists from Slot-1 Studios in musical genres
including: Singer / Songwriter, rock, pop and alternative. Slot One Entertainment, Inc. is a member: American Society of Composers Authors and
Publishers (ASCAP), North East Regional Folk Alliance (NERFA), Denzien is a member of the Producers Wing - National Academy of Recording Arts &
Sciences (NARAS) The Grammy People. Slot-1 is the home of www.SongwritersOriginalShowcase.com
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